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Welcome to Fish Forever's winter
news update.
These cool days don't exactly inspire
underwater exploration but on last
week's Fish Forever trip to Leigh, some bold folk snorkelled Goat Island Marine
Reserve...and they weren't even wearing wetsuits! Shivers.
For those who missed this trip, we intend to stage a summer version. Follow us on
Facebook to keep abreast of events and activities.
Here's what we've got for you in this month's newsletter:
- Mapping the Bay
- Fish Forever campaign news
- BUV monitoring with Arianna Hemi
- Trip report: Leigh Marine Laboratory
- Profile: Dean Wright and Days at Sea

A kina barren is born in the middle of lush Ecklonia kelp forest. Will it expand?
Our habitat mapping team is busy completing a report and mapping project in
the waters around Waewaetorea. The mapping has been done at fine scale
with some stunning aerial photos and several year’s worth of survey
observations. One result is documentation of the large areas of kelp forest in
trouble on sheltered side of these islands, as shown above. Marine reserves; a
good idea…

FISH FOREVER CAMPAIGN UPDATE July 2015

We are pleased to be able to confirm that Foundation
North (formerly ASB Community Trust) is showing
continued support for Fish Forever and Living Waters with
a grant of $20,000. This funding means we are able to
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retain the expertise at the core of the campaign that keeps our work relevant,
credible and visible; and that guides the many volunteer hours dedicated to looking
after the treasures of Tangaroa in the Bay of Islands.

BAITED UNDERWATER VIDEO MONITORING

Our Baited Underwater Video (BUV)
fish survey carried out in May is now
being analysed down in Tauranga by
Arianna (supervised by Vince) as part
of her 2nd year student project.
While this is going on, NIWA is
analysing BUV data they collected in
Feb/March 2015 which overlapped with
our survey area. Later in the year we
will get together with NIWA scientist
Meredith Lowe for an opportunity to
see how fish numbers changed over
these months. Sometime later in the
year a report on this work will be
completed.

We also caught up with Arianna Hemi, who is assisting Vince Kerr with this project,
to find out what it is that drives her.
“I am a Northland girl – born and bred! I lived in Kaeo for the
majority of my life and I’ve always been infatuated with the
ocean. One day I saw a course in the Bay Chronicle called
Marine Adventure and Ecotourism and I decided to enroll. I
learnt all about the marine environment and it sparked a passion
within me to work towards a degree in science.
"I moved to Tauranga (Bay of Plenty Polytech) in early 2014. I’m
a single mother, it’s just me and my two boys here and all our whanau are in the Bay
of Islands.
"My long term goal is to return home and work with my community to educate people
of all ages - especially youths - by working in schools and teaching them on how to
protect and preserve our unique environment.
"I believe that education is the key to providing a future
for our children and helping them to learn that our
environment is our economy, our society and our
livelihood.
"Without a healthy, sustainable environment how can
anything else be beneficial?”
View the BUV monitoring report and read the full conversation with Arianna on our
website.

TRIP REPORT: LEIGH MARINE LABORATORY
by Ria Bright

We had a wonderful time at the Leigh Marine Laboratory last Saturday. There were
16 of us, including six volunteers from Bay of Islands Dolphin Research team run by
Catherine Peters. The day started with a presentation from Marea Goode, manager
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of the educational facility, about current research and the lab's history.
Then we split into two groups. Half
explored the touch tank as Marea
explained features of the marine
creatures, reproductive processes and
other interesting snippets as we held
them and ogled them up close (so
cool!), the other half looked at sea
creatures under a powerful microscope.

Following the talk, some of us went on a coastal walk while others snorkelled in the
reserve. The water temperature was 13 degrees with high visibility. Two of the
dolphin volunteers were wetsuit-less and stayed in the water for 40 minutes! They
were a bit chilled after, but said it was the most wonderful experience.
We saw lots of large snapper, red moki and silver
drummer, lobster, stingrays and more. Chris and
Vicky took their inflatable and dived around the back
of the island; Vicky found a drowned possum being
torn apart by giant snappers while blue cod waited
for the leftovers! We finished with at Leigh Sawmill
before heading home. Plans are afoot for a repeat
trip this summer, but as an overnighter to get the
most out of the experience.
Thanks to Marea Goode and the Leigh Marine Laboratory for such a fascinating tour.

FISH FOREVER TALKS TO DEAN WRIGHT

Dean Wright lives and breathes the ocean. His home is one of the original small
cottages overlooking Opito Bay, the Kerikeri Inlet, and then out on to the wider
Bay of Islands. From here, he also has a bird’s eye view of his boat, Arethusa.
As a photographer, he creates magical seascapes, often using long exposures
at dawn and dusk, exploring "the edges of light". Dean’s most recent
photography exhibition, Days at Sea, opens this week at Kaan Zamaan in
Kerikeri.
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Dean, you're a Taranaki boy by birth. What drew
you northeast to the Bay of Islands? Don't tell
me it was the fishing?!
It was! Boats, fishing and the ocean have always
been it for me. My folks brought me here on holiday
as a teenager. We did the cream trip saw all these
beautiful islands, dolphins jumping… then I found out
about the gamefishing and that was it. I knew I’d
found where I wanted to live. When I left school I
came up here and worked on gamefishing boats.

So, a convert to marine reserves! When you hang out with diehard fishos, do
you tell them your story?
You can’t shut me up about marine reserves. Many diehards are supportive; they get
it. Some are vehemently opposed still! More and more fishos have snorkelled or
dived in reserves now. I think that’s an experience the opposition camp need to have
before forming a fixed view.
You’re a marine photographer by passion, creating rich and vibrant
seascapes...but lately we've seen you recording the Project Island Song bird
releases. This community and conservation photography must bring a very
different sort of pleasure?
My partner Deb is involved with Project Island Song and I’ve been tagging along.
This is such a wonderful project, the Guardians of the Bay of Islands, Ngati Kuta and
Patukeha and DoC all working together for the environment. What a difference
they’re making!
So many local people are involved with pest control, weeding, propagating, planting,
bird relocations – truly an inspiring project. Imagine what our stunning Islands of
Ipiriri will be like when these guys have completed their 20-year plan? Our very own
Tiritiri Matangi right here in the Bay, what a taonga. We desperately need to replicate
what these guys are doing in the ocean!

Bringing the community together is crucial to Fish Forever's success. How will
this best happen?
Our community is passionate about the ocean. We may not all agree on some of
ways to protect it, but we have to find a way through. I see reserves as an essential
cornerstone of a suite of things that, together, can make things better for life in the
ocean. Ngati Kuta and Patukeha established a rahui at Maunganui Bay that has
been in force since 2010; the dive operators will tell you what a success that has
been.
Bring on more customary tools like this! Mataitai, for example - imagine giving the
scallop beds a rest rotationally? Maybe a voluntary fishing accord in the Bay, put the
big breeding fish back, don't fish for the whole neighbourhood. We've got to find
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actions that will make a difference. All these things working together will give future
generations a chance to experience what we've experienced, and hopefully much
better.
You can read the full version of
the conversation with Dean Wright on
our website.
His exhibition of marine photography
runs 10-26 July at Kaan Zamaan. Find
out more about Dean at
www.deanwright.co.nz.
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